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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD MARCH 5, 1968 

Reported by 

Peverly Toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the Oovernor 1 s press 

con.ference is furnished to the members of the Capitol press 

corps for their convenience only. Because of the need to 

get it to the press as rapidly as possible after the 

conference, no corrections are made and there is no guaranty 

of atsolute accuracy.) 

---000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Good morning. 

SQUIRE: Governor, can vrn get the non-candidacy 

stuff cut of the way first? 

(Laughter) 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Yes, sir, I reiterate~ I am 

not a candidate. Does that clear that up? 

Q Governor, what is your reaction to that group who 

filed yesterday intending to file a slate of delegation in 

opposition to your delegation in the primary? 

A Well it is certainly within their right. They 

have a right to do it. Since so many of them are employed 

in higher education, I of course am trusting that they will 

do this on their own time. 

Q 

A 

Were any of the names familiar to you, Governor? 

No. 

Q Governor, Barry Goldwater says he coul:dn 1 t support 

Nelson Rockefeller if he did in fact win the GOP nomination. 

Could you support Rockefeller in that eventuality? 

A Yes, I've told you this, I 1 11 support whoever is 

the nominee of the party. 

Q Do you think Barry Goldwater is guilty of violating 

the 11th commandment by saying that? 

A Well, we 1 re in one place where Barry and I are in 

disagreement. l 1m sorry, I can understand his bittnrness 

in saying this. I can also wish that he hadn't, because I 

think we have got to follow a different path. Stakes are 
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too big. 

Q Governor Reagan, you were quoted yesterday as 

saying that Romney's withdrawal from the m:esidential race 

will hurt the Republican party. Could you elaborate on 

that statement, please? 

A It was in the context of the question that was 

asked as to what effect and whether I thought it might, and 

I said, well, in the sense that it would take some of the 

meaning out of primaries around the country if they continue 

virtually an uncontested primary. It was in this -- in this 

sense. 

Q Governor, this morning Richard Nixon said if he 

is elected president he would end the war in Vietnam. and 

bring peace to southeast Asia. Do you think this is a cam-

paign statement or is this really possible? 

A I think it is possible and I think it is the posi-

ti on the Republican party has to take. The other party 

as I have said frequently in here -- leadership of the other 

party has failed to do it and it is now the longest war in 

the history of our nation and I think the american people 
·'./ 

want an answer. They either want it ended or want an 

answer to why it can't be ended, and I believe it is ridicu

lous to assume that it can 1 t be ended when you compare the 

power of the two countries. 

Q Governor, Newsweek and CBS both did various surveys 

on the delegate strength and they came up with the same 

figure that Mr. Nixon is within 46 delegates of having the 

nomination. Do you agree that Mr. Nixon is that close to 

getting the nomination at this point? 

A I dontt have the information to comment on that. 

I'd be a little su~prised if they are correct in that. If 

they are, then everything I've said about a -- the decision 

being made at the convention is kind of out the window. 

Q Governor, why would you be surprisE:d that he would 

be would not be that close? 

A Because this announcement seems to suddenly come 
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as a bombshell when most knowledgeable politicos and pros in 

the party have been a~ying that it is pretty wide open and 

the decision will be made at the -- at the conventior.. 

There are a number of Favorite Son delegations and unless 

those delegations have already made a commitment they 

haven't announced, it would be difficult to add up that 

total. 

Q Do you believe as Governor Rockefeller maintains 

that if he did in fact enter the primaries he would do 

nothing but create dissention within the party? 

A Oh, I don't know whether he said it. I know that 

he has said repeatedly he would do nothing to cause dissen

tion. I don t t know whether th:is would follow automatically 

that there would be dissention by doing that. 

Q Governor, the day that Romney dropped out you 

declined to say that you felt that -- that this wrapped it 

up for Nixon. Since then Rockefeller has said that he 

wants his name taken out of the Oregon primary. On a week's 

reflection do you still feel that there is some other con

tender, serious contender other than Dick Nixon that can 

challenge Nixon for the nomination? 

A I thought Governor Rockefeller made it apparent 

if proper evidence as shown to him of a sentiment on the 

part of the people in the party that he's amenable to that 

kind of draft. You know, it is one thing to aay you want 

your name taken out of the Oregon primary, and it is another 

thing to be able to sign the actual affidavit that 1 s required. 

Q You are still not willing to say then that there 

is no one else other than Nixon? 

A There is Mr. Stassen. 

Q Anyone else? 

A NQ, there are a great many names that continue 

to be talked around and suggested and as I said last week, 

after the Romney announcement, I'm quite sure that there 

will be people who will be taking another look, a second look 

and perhaps even a closer look at some of thA others that 

have been from time to time mentioned. 
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Q 

A 

Does that include yourself, Governor? 

No. 

Q Isn 1 t it quite possible, Governor, that Richard 

Nixon may well win the nomination almost by default? 

A That 1 s possible. Always possible. 

Q Would you step forward in that eventuality? 

A Step forward to what? 

Q Test him. 

A No. No, I'm not a candidate. 

Q You think a draft is possible for Rockefeller? 

A Well, there seems to be sudden movement. I 

noticed in the paper this morning that such program is now 

started in another state and in Massachusetts, so --

Q Why don't you think there is a draft possible for 

you then? 

A Well, because I didn't read in the paper that one 

started for me in Massachusetts. 

up? 

Have we cleaned that one 

Q No. Nelson Rockefeller said if drafted he 

would be a candidate for president of the United States 

and you echoed his words about two weeks ago when you said 

you wouldn't be a candidate. 

statement in regard to that? 

Do you want to change your 

A No, that's -- we came to a fork in the road. 

He changed his position somewhat; I haven't changed mine. 

Q Governor, if Governor Rockefeller doesn't enter 

any of the primaries around the nation this year, then it 

would appear the people won't really have an idea of his 

vote-pulling strength. Do you think he should enter at 

least the Oregon primary? 

A This is a decision hers going to have to make for 

himself. I wouldn't comment on it one way or the other. 

Q Well, the people will not even know his view5 on 

Vietnam or any of the issues of the day. Shouidp't he 

go out in the countryside and engage his -- and debate on 

the issues of the day so people will know what they are 

getting? 
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A I would think that in view of the fact that he has 

said that this would be acceptable to him, that I would 

think that he'd consider now making some public statements 

on some of the national issues, but that's again -- that 1 s 

his decision to make. 

Q Well, do you think he should do that in -- I 

mean 

I 1m going to leave it up to him. A 

Q Do you think that write-in votes for a candidate 

in a primary speak louder than votes that are cast for 

someone who's running? 

A Well, when you stop to think of the difficulty of 

getting people to go to the polls at all and to even 

completely mark a ballot, I would think that someone that 

goes to the trouble to write in, this is an indication of 

a hard and fast feeling on the part of someone who will 

make that effort. 

Q Would write-ins in any of these primaries influence 

you in your decision? 

A No. 

Q Governor, suppose there were a great number of 

write-in votes for you in a primary election and that 

and that leading Republicans asked you to conmider whether 

you'd be on the ticket. How could you with your strong 

feeling about the Republican party turn them down? 

A 1111 tell you, that's just like those legislative 

bills you asked me about, I 1 11 wait till such a thing happens 

and make a decision then. 

Q Governor, in the week .... end interview with James 

Reston of the New York Times you indicated you were not 

closing the doors to the Vice Presidency. 

told us before --

As you have 

A Bless you, I 1m glad you asked about that because 

I 1m not blaming James Reston and not blaming myself. I 

feel there must have been a typo in there some place because 

when you read on in the article it becomes apparent that I 

didn't say that. As a matter of fact, no, I was answering 
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as forcefully as I could that I felt the job and the oppor

tunity I have here for what I believe in are too much, 

that I'm not a candidate and would not under any conditions 

accept that. And then I went 6n to answer, as he continued, 

that it is true that I have refused to make the Sherman 

state~ent as I have explained in here a number of times. 

So the insertion of the word 11 vise president 11 in front of 

there, I think that sentence correctly was supposed to read 

with reference to the Sherman statements, and as I say later 

in the article, 1 t became plain that I had said no, and_~I 

do say no. 

Q Governor, have you had any communication from 

Governor Romney or anyone close to him about the Man from 

California1s statement that he is alleged to have made? 

A Not directly or personally, no. The statement 

that he did make clarifying that which I was very happy 

and gratified to see. Have we done it? 

Q Change the subject. 

Q Same subject. Governor, when you first commented 

about Governor Romneyts withdrawal you had some pleasant 

things to say about him, the way he did it. Then a couple 

of days later when he made that statement about a man from 

Californiayoutalked about him appealing to a certain faction 

within the party. Why did you suddenly change your mind 

and you think he is still doing that? 

A Well, I was disturbed. Im the statement that I made 

after he had then amplified, I was willing to let that pass 

the first time when he seemed to be appealing to a faction 

this could simply have been the wording of a statement that 

must have come at a difficult time for him. But when I 

thought then that he was going down that other road, as I 

say I'm gratified that he's explained that since, contrary 

to what some co~.mentators have voiced, I was not angry in 

that statement and intended to imply no anger. I simply 

said I regreted that he felt trenecessity to make the state

ment since I wasn 1 t a candidate and then again made a plea 

for unity. But he has since clarified it and I'm satisfied. 
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Q But do you still think he would be appealing to 

one faction? 

A Well, he since hasn't repeated those words and 

so I think that he'll strive for unity also and he has since 

pledged himself to anyone. 

Q 

Q 

Q 

A 

Governor,-are you going to be on the same subject? 

Yes. 

o. K., go on. 

That's right, you wanted to change the subject 

again, didntt you? Let me do this one and then he's 

going to change the subject, too. 

~ I wanted to change the subject. 

Q But I 1m not. 

A You are not changing the subject. 

Q No. I'm not. In regard to the roll of the 

governors in this apparent appeal or attempt to line up a 

number of the governors in favor of Governor Rockefeller, 

if there was such a move that did develop between now and 

the June meeting, would you take any steps to attempt to 

stop such a movement? 

A No, I might not do that, I wouldn't do that, and 

yet at the same time I wouldn't participate. I don 1 t 

necessarily believe that we should think automatically that 

the governors have got to have a unified opinion and a 

majority rule basis get together, more or less, as if the 

governors occupy a different position than any other 

elected representatives of the party. So and I think 

that a great many governors feel that way and that 1 s probably 

why no such concerted move came out of the governors confer

ence. Now you and then we will let you change it, too. 

Q Governor, the President's anti-riot commission 

has made its report. What is California going to do to 

implement the recommendations in that report? 

A Well, California is already going a long way 

in that direction. As a matter of fact, there was mucb 

in that report, many of the recommendations that were 

identical with recommendations made in the McCone report 
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after the watts riots. And we have for sometime been 

implementing the recommendations of that report. 

doing this by way of our job opportunities program. 

are doing it by way of t~e Chad McClellan program. 

We are 

We 

we 

have a very fine teenage youth summer job program under way. 

It started too late last year to really have it as effective 

as we beliBve it can be. But we are hopeful of putting 

thousands of young people to work in summer jobs in private 

industry and in those positions that are open to the state, 

not make-work, but actually necessary work that should be 

done. We are exploring several areas with regard to 

housing problems, and so I would think that -- that there 

is no question about where we stand with regard to the real 

causes. 

Q Governor, would you approve the commission's 

recommendation for a national 912en housing bi~l? 

A Well, I'd rather not comment specifically on 

any of that because all I've seen is the press summation 

and reports. It is a very voluminous document, as you 

know, and I haven't had a chance to get into exactly what 

they mean and what they specify in those things. So I'd 

rather -- I have broadly several reservations about the 

report, particularly with regard to law enforcement; ehe 

emphasis they place on where they believe the causes of the 

riots lie -- but as to actual specifics of that kind, 

I'd rather wait and see in total what they said on that 

subject. 

Q Governor, would you say what you are doing in 

housing? You mentioned you are exploring several areas 

with regard to the housing. What specifically are you 

looking at? 

A We are looking at one that has to do with Monagan'.s 

piece about the idea of improving housin~ and using the 

people themselves to contribute labor. We are exploring 

a very interesting situation with regard to the freeway 

that will run through the watts area of Los Angeles, with 

regard to the transferring of an entire neighborhood with 
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state help instead of simply paying people off for their 

dwellings and leaving them on their own to find another 

place to live. 

Q Governor, what 1 s so wrong with make-work? 

We had to resort to it in the depression when an awful lot 
White 
of /people were out of work. Now 

A Well, let's be plain. There is an awful lot 

of white people out of work today. This isn't purely a 

racial problem. In California, where we continue to have 

a higher unemployment rate -- it is lower now than it 1 s 

been in some time, but it is still higher than tha national 

average -- when I say make-work, there have been a number 

of instances under the poverty program, particularly with 

regard to youth, where the job is so obviously invented and 

serves no real useful purpose that the young person given 

it, they are too smart for that, they know that there 

isn 1t going to -- society isn't going to come unglued if 

they don't perform that job, so they know that something 

has been invented to give them a paycheck and to supposedly 

keep them out of trouble. Now, back in the depression 

days under WPA, there is no question but that due to local 

leadership in many instances, there was some boondoggling 

and digging holes and filling them up, but you can still 

go around the country and find monuments to WPA in fine 

work that was done, structural work, improvements that 

were made in many communities. In my home town in Illinois, 

a small town, this ranges all the way from the making of a -

of a park along a section of riverfront that was once 

nothing but a swamp in a wilderness to bridges up in our 

forestry areas and so forth. Under the CCC a great deal 

of work was done with regard to trails, camping areas and 

so forth. This was not make-work. It may be make-work 

in the sense that it is a job that•s not being done, but 

it is a job that could be done if you had the facilities 

and the means and the people to do it. Now, in our own 

summer jobs we are thinking in terms of fire trails and 

the stepping up of pro~ram of hiking trails in our wilder-,,,, 
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ness areas and so forth. The similar kind of CCC work. 

Q This sort of thing requires money, though, Governor. 

Have you allocated anything in your budget either to it or 

to Bob Monagan 1 s ~ousing concept? 

A As I said, we are looking at that one. On the 

other this work within the state, there is no question but 

that if we could find -- and we have had our setbacks 

recently, as you know, with regard to the budget if we 

could find some additional funds, it wouldn 1 t be in tremen

dous amounts, we could do a little more. Even so a lot 

of this would be done through the budgets of already existing 

departments and we believe there is some flexibility in 

there to get things done. 

Q Would you give it a higher priority perhaps than 

you do some of the things that are financed in the budget? 

In order to if the situation is as critical as the riot 

report seems to indicate. 

A Well, that budget is so close to the line that 

I don't know whether we could now readjust any priorities 

in there. We might take the money out of the higher educa

tion budget. 

Q You indicated that you will support Monagan 1 s 

housing plan to the point of authorizing bond issues -- a 

amall:bond issue as he recommends? 

A Let me tell you, as we -- I'm not prepared to give 

you an answer on that or a decision on that. We are looking. 

Q Governor --

A Now, wait a minute, there was somebody on the 

first (!}J::l$ who tried to change the subject. 

Q Well, they changed --

A 

Q 

Are you changing the subject? 

No. 

A No. 

Q Governor, the President's commission takes a 

rather grim view of the situation between the races in this 

country and the futui.e they say that the programs you've 

mentioned today are almost irrelevant because they haven't 
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reached enough people and don 1t have enough money. Do you 

share this -- this rather pessimistic viewpoint of the 

commission and how do you size up the relations between 

the race in the United States today? 

A Well, I disagree with the report tn that regard. 

I think that it failed to recognize the efforts that have 

been made by milliorf s of right-thinking people in this 

country of all ethnic backgrounds and of all racial back-

groundSwho have been trying and making consistent progress, 

particularly in the era since World War II, who deplore 

bigotry and discrimination arrlprejudice have been working 

very hard to eliminate it. With regard to the funds~~hat 

are being have been expended by way principally of the 

poverty program and the charges that these are not enough, 

I'd like to suggest that perhaps there is less evidence to 

indicate that we are not spending enough money than there is 

evidence that we haven 1 t been gettir:g enough for "What we have 

been spending. 

Q Are you quibbling, then, Governor, with the con-

clusion that white races is to blame in part for the riots? 

A Well, there is no there is no question --

well, there is no question that prejudice is going to bring 

about animosity and prejudice whichever way, but I again, 

if you ask me to be critical, I'm critical in the sense 

that to speak only of the root causes, the things that 

we should be eliminating simply because it is morally 

right to eliminate them. So to speak of them only in the 

context that this is the cause of riot and do these things 

only to prevent having a riot, I disagree with that -- that 

approach. I think that the answer is to jobs, to equal 

opportunity, to better way of living and better housing and 

education. These are the things that we should be doing 

if there was no threat of riot any place in the offing. 

We should be doing them because they are right. But to 

ignore the fact that there are people who are agitating for 

disorder and riot and who have been partly, at least, 

responsible for the -- some of the disturbances that we have 
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had already, these people are not tying their cause to these 

root causes. Whatever ' e:;te they have to grind, it isn't 

tied in with equal opportunity. They are purely destructive • 

By their own words they want to tear down the structure 

as it is which could be destructive to their own people as 

well as to the ma.jori ty community. And to note face up to 

this and recognize that if you would if you had made a 

start in all of the things that I think we have made a 

start in all of these other areas -- whether we are progress

ing as fast as we'd like, that's a different question -- but 

to say that there wouldn't be any riots if we made this start 

this is to be pretty naive about the Stokely Carmichael's 

and the Rap Brown's who are traveling from state to state, 

city to city, inciting to riot and disorder. 

Q Governor, in view of that report and other circum-

stances, do you think that it would be regarded by Negroes 

in this state as a slap in the face if a bill to do away 

with the Rumford Act was passed this year? Would it be 

would it fan the flames of disorder and --

A Well, I 1m sure that iw would be used by those who 

fan the flames of disorder. Again, of course, as I said 

before, you have a constitutional issue that ts involved 

here with regard to individual rights and it is a -- it is a 

question of how courageous the people want to be in the face 

of a threat. 

Q What is your feeling about it now? Should there 

be a Rumford Act revision this year in your opinion? 

A Well, I 1 ve never changed my position that I 

believe there should either be extensive modification or 

stop and start -- eliminate and start over again. 

Q Governor, Assemblyman -- I 1m still on the same 

subject, in regard to the riot report. Assemblyman Don 

Mulford safe there is a very, very explosive situation in 

the East Bay area, and I don't want to fan any flames of 

riots or disorderJ but I wanted to know if you could really 

tell us how explosive that situation is right now and how 

potentially explosive it could be if nothing is done this 
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summer. 

A Well, I haven't had a report so far this week, 

this early in the week on that. We are kept pretty apprised 

of situations of that kind and r•m sure that there are 

when I can meet with some of our people I will get the 

latest on that. I think the situations are explssive and 

they are aided in that explosiveness by the very thing that 

I mentioned a moment ago, because Stokely Carmichael, Rap 

Brown, others of that ilk are frequent visitors, have been 

holding meetings in those areas and there is no question 

but what they are fanning the flames. It is -- anyone 

would, -- I think would be ~oolish to try and put his finger 

on or guess where is the first hot spot. But I challenge 

that some of the language that 1 s been used also in discuss

ing this is again inflammatory with this sort of acceptance 

that everyone is to blame and unless something is done 

right away showing an immediate answer or almost an instant 

solution that the rebellion will be automatic and even imply 

that it will be justified. 

Q Governor --

A 

Q 

Are we still on the same subject? 

Yes. 

A We have to be 

Q Governor, how could you assure the minorities of 

equal opportunity in housing without some type of _012en 

housing? 

A Well, because this implies that California has 

large segments or areas where restrictive covenants are 

allowed and we don't -- there is no area denied. The 

open housing feels you are getting down to the right of 

the individual and I 1 m in favor of any laws that prohibit 

others from banding together or that prohibit them from 

influencing the home owner or the renter an~ the landlord 

who has no discriminatory practice. I'm in favor of laws 

that prevent people from getting together and pressuring 

this individual to join them in their sick prejudice and 

bigotry. 
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Governor, you mentioned about the Stokely Carmichaels 

in this area, like that, are you somewhat in agreerrent with 

George Wallace that these people are holding the cities for 

ransom? 

A Itm never in agreerrent with George Wallace. 

My rival is on the ballot already. 

Q 

A 

New subject. 

If there is a new subject we have -- are you a 

new subject? 

Q 

A 

Q 

No. 

All right. 

Governor, now that the F~ran bill which would have 

put in a tax on automobiles to finance the BART deficit 

seems to have hit the rocks, they now start talking about 

the possibility of raising the Bay Bridge tolls. However 

there are a lot of legislators who feel that you would not 

accept Bay Bridge tolls to be used to finance BART Would 

you? 

A Well, we have been discussing this very complicated 

question and our discussion has lead us more to the idea of 

giving the local communities on their own decision either 

by way of their own electred representatives or by way of a 

people vote the decision with regard to the use of sales 

tax for additional sales tax for this. I'd want to -- I 1 d 

want to go in much more to it and look much deeper into 

the use of tolls for that. But my own idea is that we are-

we should allow actually the choice of financing by way of 

the local communities. 

Q Governor, on that, would you favor a gasoline sales 

tax to be used for BART? 

A No, I'm talking about a sales tax. 

Q Not specifically --

A Allowing a percentage of increase of sales tax 

that would be collected with the regula~ saleg tax but given 

to the community. 

Q YJu say local government, you mean the Board of 

Supervisors would then have the taxing authority to give to 
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the state or Bay Area Rapid Transit? 

A We had originally recommended to all of the counties 

in the regional areas the idea of a vote by the people. 

There are some who believe that the people have already 

expressed themselves in an election that they want such a 

system as they have in San Francisco and it has been suggested 

back to us that we broaden that approach to mean that the 

elected officials, the county supervisors could make such a 

decision. 

Q Well, Governor, have you been advised that any raise 

in tolls on the Bay Bridge for BART would harm the financing 

of the southern crossing? 

A No, but this -- there may be such a report on its 

way to me or such a recommendation. I couldn't tell you 

that. 

Q Why has it been that you are cautious about raising 

tolls on the bridge to finance rapid transit? The same 

people would be using:. the facilities? 

A Weli, maybe it is just because my first glance I 

believe in the broader base tax for the area. 

Q But it doesn 1 t have anything to do with financing 

southern crossing. 

A No. 

Q Governor, to use one of your phrases from last 

session, are your feet in concrete on this or --

A No, no, I just expressed a leaning on my part. 

After all it is still up to the people in the local area. 

Q New subject. 

A New subject. Well now if it is a new subject, 

wait a minute, he's got a --

Q That was an old subject, go ahead. 

A Old subject. 

Q Governor, there is a teaQb~r's strika.which 

apparently is being settled in San Francisco. What is your 

feeling on teachers --striking of teachers in general? 

A Well, I hesitate to comment because of this is 

still in the process of being adjudicated or decided there 

in San Francisco. I 1 ve always been -- but I don't mind 



telling you I•m opposed to the idea of public employees 

striking. At the same time I have turned onr people loose 

to investigate and research what we could propose or what 

could perhaps be advanced as an answer to the problem of 

worker's grievances and wages and working conditions, hours 
/ 

and~o forth, of machinery that could be set up for that 
I 

purpose to give them an answer, but at the same time avoid 

the possibility of the strike. 

Q Governor, on another subject. The legislature 

last year set up the California Advisory Commission on 

Marin&'and Coastal Resources. When do you plan to appoint 

people to that commission? 

A Wait a minute, we have our -- we have our own 

state commission on this under Colonel Gillenwaters. 

SQUIRE: Anything more? 

Q I got one. Wait a minute, one other subject. 

Governor, what is your reaction to the Little Hoover Commis

sion1 s refusal to approve your government's reor.ganization 

plan last week? There were several Republicans that 

wouldn 1 t g'd a.J:ong,,:wi th .some of the Democrats on that body. 

A Well, I'm sorry that they feel that way. We 

have been operating pretty much under the very organization 

plan that we are asking. It works, it is extremely success-

ful, and I don't suppose that we are always going to be in 

agreement, the Hoover Commission and myself. But I fail 

to see their reasoning for this because this isn 1t a theory 

that we are trying to get over. This is now a proven 

practice and as I say, a successful practice and I'm sorry 

that they have seen fit to disapprove. 

Actually, do you need a law on it or if you don't 

get a law would you just continue ope1~ating the way you are 

doing? 

A Well, that's -- that's what I would prefer to do 

unless they take some action to try and throw a roadblock in 

front of it. There might be some things thFtt r~e wouldn 1 t 

be able to do without their permission. 
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Q Governor Reagan, the Democratic caucuses in the 

Assembly has charged that your budget is truly $358 million 

dollars in the red. can you comment on this? 

A Well, I read that statemen,.-~t this morning. That 

was by Mr. Shoemaker and once again Mr. Shoemaker has 

revealed why the financial conditions of the state are in 

the mess or have been in the mess they are and with that 

we inherited because he reveals a surprising ignorance about 

the facts. First of all, he did try to dump $125 million 

of the school deficit over on us, and as it is not our 

responsibility. I am happy to see that, though, Mr. Shoe-

maker recognizes that the legislature will have to take some 

action. They will have to take action with regard to that. 

They will have to take action with regard to the almost $80 

million that we have asked for in reductions in Medi-Cal and 

welfare, the flexibility to make those reductions or it 

will be that amount out of balance. And then of course 

what he is proposing is just his own difference of opinion 

as to whether an additional several million dollars worth 

of construution should be termed capital construction or not. 

The legislature could block us if they made such a decision 

that it isn 1 t just that. But he is -- Cap Weinberger has 

already answered his statement and informed him of where 

he is inaccurate and incorrect in his other evaluations. 

Q Governor, Senator Sherman has -- property tax 

relief to a higher school apportionment next fiscal year. 
Could you 00~9etvably support that? 
A Well, I think that this offers less of a chance of 
it being reflected directly back to the property taxpayer 
ttan the method we suggested. They have expressed a great 
deal of concern the county supervisors would simply spend 
the money and not reflect it in any reduction of property 
tax and I just happen to believe that my turning it over 
by way of school programs you 1 ve got less of a chance of 
it being aent '·back to the individual taxpayer and more of 
a chance of it simply being added spending on top of the 
present spending. 
Q Does that mean you won't support it then? 
A I still prefer our system. 

SQUIRE: Any more? One more back there. 
Q In this evaluation by Mr. Shoemaker he estimated 
it would cost $50 million to implement the staffing standards 
you have accepted now. Is this consistent with your esti
mate of that? For mental hospitals, staffing standards. 
A Is he speaking now of the total by the time we 
achieve all that wetd like to, because -- well, I don't 
have an estimate on it right now, but also what we are talk
ing about is phasing this in over a period of time. So 
I don't know whether his total in that is correct or not, 
and 1 111 look up my figures myself. I won't take his word 
for it. 

SQUIRE: Thank you very much, Governor. 
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---000---

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Our guests today are 12 

Amer.lean Field Service exchange students who are living 

at homes here in Sacramento and spending a day at the 

Capitol. Glad to have you in here. 

SQUIRE: Governor, could we stick to the politics 

first, get that out of the way? 

MR. NOFZIGER: 

the statement first? 

Arentt you going to let him read 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: First I 1 ve got a statement, 

Squire, that I 1 d like to make and then I thought that we 

completely exhausted the subject of politics and wouldn't 

even have to bring it up today. 

SQUIRE: All right. 

(Whereupon Governor Reagan read a prepared statement.) 

Q Governor, in that connection yesterday the Senate 

passed on a 71 to 20 vote an ORen housing statute. Can 

you tell us whether you support that ttatute. 

A The Senate in Washington? 

Q Yes. 

A I haven 1 t seen it or been able to read the Civil 

Rights bill that was passed out. Certainly it must have 

some merits. I notice that our two California Senators 

voted for it. But again it is just as it is in the 

legislation here, it still has its way to go through the 

Congress and I 1 d rather wait and comment after r 1 ve read 

it and after I see what it is once it's completed its passage 
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through the house. 

Q Governor) is your point in this that even though 

we have an qpen housing law it isn't effective? 

A No) my main point is I've never changed my opinion 

and have not changed it now, about the inability to solve 

some things with legislation or with law. But this is the 

type of thing that I've been talking atout where the main 

problem must be solved by people, and by right-thinking 

people making it uncomfortable and unpopular for someone 

to practice the sickness of bigotry and prejudice. Now 

it happens that these two men are veterans of Vietnam. It 

happens that both of them were terribly wounded, in combat 

and I only cite this because it dramatizes it, because 

it would be just as reprehensible if it were some civilian 

who had not made such a contribution to his country but 

it serves to dramatize tt better and reveal how ridiculous 

is prejudice and bigotry when two youmg men who have proven 

themselves in their devotion to their country, as these have, 

should have to be embarrassed and face difficulties of this 

kind. 

Now, again let me point out that in the statement 

I made it plain that we are checking on the story and there 

is the if, assuming that the story has been correctly 

reported and that these are the facts, but it doesn't do 

any harm to point out there is going to be more of this and 

I would think that if we don't do something at home volun

tarily to clear up things of this kind, there are going to 

be about a half a million angry young men come home from 

Vietnam one day who are going to make their opinion known 

because they have been standing side by side an~aven't been 
f 

asking any questions about racial or background or religious 

differences or anything else. 

Q Governor, if these two cases happen to be typical 

of the attitude of people of the State of California, as 

some people suggest proposition 14 -- the proposition 14 

vote proves, what then do you think California can do to 

change that attitude? 
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A Fortunately I don 1 t think they are typical. I 

think these are much in the same cagegory as the Willie 

Mays incident a fBw years ago in the city and once the 

majority, the right-thinking people found out what had 

happened, they took action and I 1m just -- I'm hoping the 

same will be true, but in the meantime we are going to look 

into this completely from the standpoint of whether the 

state has any involvement or anything it can do in this 

case. 

Q What action do you think the right-thinking people 

can do to make, as you say, it uncomfortable and unpopular 

to practice this sort of prejudice? 

A Well, I would think one of the beginnings could 

be large numbers of landlords who would immediately make it 

known and contact these young men and make it known that 

there are apartments available and in their range in their 

buildings. The place where one-by-one those who practice 

the other way will stand isolated. 

Q Do you think that such voluntary action can solve 

the entire problem or do you think that any kind of legis

lation is needed to insure that this doesn 1t happen? 

A No, we have some legislation, I think, such things 

as our own laws outlawing restricted col\lenants and so forth. 

But I don't think and I 1 ve said repeatedly, I think we have 

placed too much faith in trying to legislate morality by 

law and not enough in using the leadership of the people 

to bring about the voluntary changes that must be made. 

You can pass a law, but you don't change the heart of the 

individual who is discriminating now. But I think that 

pepple can be changed. I think there have been great 

changes in a number of people who have simply be&1thought

less in the past and the rest of us have to do some hard 

thinking about this. 

Q Governor, Assemblyman Bagley today issued a press 

conference urging you to support the Federal housin£" law 

that just passed the Senate, to push it through the rest 

of the Congress. What is your answer going to be to him? 
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A Well, I think the word he used was that he 

beseeched me, and I've been sitting by the phone all morning 

waiting to be beseeched. 

(Laughter) 

Q He said he sent you a copy of the press release 

this morning. 

A Well, it evidently hasn't wended its way through 

the halls to reach me now, but any time he wants to beseech 

I'm I'm there. 

Q What will be your answer when he does? 

A What 

Q ·what will be your anm"1er when he does? 

A It would have to be so far the same one I have 

given here, I haven't had a chance to read it. 

Q Governor, in your statement here you infer that 

there is a problem also of discrimination in the apprentice

ship programs, some of the unions, some of the trades. 

Is there anything you would like to see state government 

do that it isn't going to solve the problem of apprentice

ships examination? 

A Well, I would like first to see -- having been 

a part of organized labor for a lot of years, I'd like to 

see organized iabor clean up its own house in this regard. 

Incidentally, I must say it is my understanding -- this is 

why that I say we must check out this story carefully -

it is my understanding that particular union that we have 

been involved in this one case is one that has a very good 

record and evidently does not practice any discrimination 

at all. So I'm hopeful that maybe here there is just a 

case of poor communications or a slipup with regard to 

the answer, but we are going to find out. 

It is also true that there are unions where they 

are dragging their feet in this regard. Now, I think 

this would bear looking into to find out what could be done 

to 

Q What unions specifically, Governor, do you see 

as having a particular problem in this area? 
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A Well, let me just say that there is a block of 

unions and I'd rather -- I'd rather not take a chance in 

specifying here and finding perhaps that I had mistakenly 

named one or the other, but all of us have been aware that 

there's been a slowness in certain trades with regard to 

opening their doors to the minority group members. 

Q Governor, may we change the subject now? 

A It is all right with me. All clear? 

Q Apparently the Southern Pacific is going to dis-

continue the Lark of San Francisco to Los Angeles and the 

Public Utilities Commission has given its approval today. 

And today Bill Bennett says that it is the fault of the 

commissioners that you appointed and by indirection your 

fault. Can you comment on that, sir? 

A Well, about the only comment I could make on that 

is that if the sun doesn't shine tomorrow, according to 

Mr. Bennett, it is my fault. I just think I'll have to 

shoulder the blame that Mr. Bennett assigns to me and do 

my best to live with the burden. 

Q Do you approve the discontinuance of the Lark, 

Governor? 

A Now, you've touched me on a sentimental point 

here. I have -- I have no way of knowing without reading 

the facts. I know that there is a great problem with 

regard to passenger traffic and whether the railroads can 

continue it or not. Sentimentally I fly my flag at half 
J 

mast any time that a tx1ain discontinues because I still love 

trains. 

Q Governor, back around the end of January, about the 

23rd, I believe, you said that you were opposed to with

holding of income tax, not only on principal, but because 

it was a convenience for the state and not a benefit for 

the taxpayer. Now, I assume that you still hold this 

position, but I wonder in vie\.11' of the comments yesterday 

in San Diego by Gordon Luce that he said your administration 

if it was forced to swallow withholding would insist upon 

a two-thirds majority vote of either house. Now, is this 
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your new position? Is this the way you accept withholding? 

A No, I wasn't talking about withholding in the 

two-thirds thing. I would like to see it made more 

difficult for the legislature to raise taxes on the people. 

I would still I would still have to be convinced; as I 

have said before here in this room, that if the -- I believe 

that in my stand against withholding I have been speaking 

in the sentiment of the people. If the people have 

changed in overwhelming numbers in that regard, obviously 

I c:a.n 1 t and would not stand in their way. But I would 

again want them to know all the facts. I would want them 

to know, for example, that withholding is an increase in 

taxes, and there is no other way to describe it. They 

will be asked to pay even though the rate doesn't change. 

They will be giving the state tens of millions of dollars 

more out of their pockets than they are presently giving 

and I think the people should understand that. 

I think they should also understand this, that the 

issue of withholding right at the moment would not have 

come up and would not be so warned, had it not been for the 

great increase in the personal income tax which is proof of 

what I've said. Had we put withholding in at the same 

time this present increase took place, I doubt if there would 

be any outcry about the size, proving that it is easier to 

sugarcoat with withholding an increase in taxes and as I 

say, it is a convenience for the state. The only con

venience the individual gets is that he doesn't have to 

worry about paying in one lump, it is taken away from him 

but he -- more is taken away than he deserves to pay. 

Q Governor, the constitution now requires that 

bank and corporation taxes and insurance taxes be approved 

on a two-thirds vote. Would you favor the sales tax and 

the personal income tax having to go on a two-thirds vote 

basis instead of a simple majority in the legislature? 

A I'm going to have some more to sayabout that. 

I'm readying a statement for the near future with regard 

to the entire problem and our question of tax reform and 
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the costs of government. So, let me wait until I make all 

of the statement instead of just piecemeal here, saying 

some of the things that will probably be included in that 

statement. 

Q Governor, last week you indicated, at least for 

the area of rapid transit, the indication of favoring a sales 

tax increase to support that realm. That's a tax increase. 

What is the difference between that and income tax? 

A There is one difference. That tax increase, 

the sales tax increase that I've suggested is one that the 

people themselves have the right to vote or not vote in 

the rapid transit districts as a way of financing rapid 

transit and I -- my proposal is that the state grant the 

people the permission up to a ceiling figure of passing 

that in their districts to finance rapid transit. This 

is a decision of the people. 

Q In a situation as we had last year, where it was 

absolutely necessary that a large tax increase be approved 

by the legislature, would you have liked to have had more 

difficulty for them to pass it last year, more votes? 

A Ye~, I'm not going to make it easy on myself. 

I think I have faith in the people's wisdom. I have 

faith that when told all the facts they make the right deci-

sion. I think the fact that a survey last year, after the 

passage of the tax will, with some 70 per cent of the 

people recorded themselves as regretfully in favor of the 

tax increase because they understood its need, is indication 

that you can trust the people. 
I 

Q Governor, on taxes, can yo~clarify your statement 
j 

last week before the California Taxpayers Association re-

garding you said something that you were not optpmistic 

you would be able to submit a tax refo~l}l_program this session? 

A Yes, and I'm glad you asked. I'd like to clarify 

that. I'm sorry, I really used a bad choice of words there. 

Evidently it gave the impression that there would be no pro-

posals for tax reform. What I was trying to say was, first 

of all, apologizing that we haven 1t been able to come out 
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with it already and indicating that we are still aiming 

getting it before this session. But we are not moving 

as fast as we should. vle are still hopeful that we can 

and if we run into problems and can't, why we ·will keep on 

working and present it as soon as we can, but it is true, 

I gave the impression that perhaps it wasn't going to -

that we had no chance of getting it out and I didn't intend 

to give that impression. 

Q Could you indicate just what the problem is in 

getting that? 

A Well, it is a very complicated problem. You have 

to you cannot treat the state taxes without tying them 

into the entire}ax structure of the local communities. 

Q Governor, you said a few minutes ago, as you have 

in the past, that you might re-evaluate your stand on ~

holding if the public seemed to be re-evaluating their stand. 

Do you see indications of the public attitude toward with

holding in fact changing toward favoring it? 

A No, but I just have a hunch that with the state 

ncome tax coming due in April that if anybody is going to 

think about taxes they are going to be thinking about them 

now. But it wouldn't change my position. I simply said 

that I did not conceive that I could stand in their way if 

this was the overwhelming sentiment of the people. So 

far I have no indication that there has been that change on 

the part of the people. 

Q That means if the public attitude as such was an 

attitude of acceptance that you would sign a withholding 

bill then? 

A I said if the people made it -- and I think it 

is easy to find out and to know if the people feel strongly 

and have made it -- a graat change in their thinking, I 

thinl{ it is only natural to say that an individual can 1 t 

stand in their way and I wouldn't • 

Q 

Q 

How ca.n you --

Governor, on that same point, don't ymu think 

that next month when income tax is due that the majority of 
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the people of the State of California are all going to favor 

withholding, and if you do what you said and would you 

introduce legislation at this session to institute it? 

A No, I'm not going to introduce the legislation. 

Q How can you g~e that public support or opposition, 

Governor? By an agency such as the Field poll or by 

talking with legislators or through your mail? 

A I think there are a variety of ways. I think 

it is rather easy to -- to really determine when there is a 

public move and public sentiment for something. Government 

has been run that way for a number of years. When the 

people really make their wishes known 

Q You don't believe that the lggislators through 

the feeling expressed them by their constituents --

A I think you can count on getting a great deal of 

information from them. 

touch with their own. 

They are -- they are in constant 

Q Would the majority of them favor it; would you go 

along? 

A 

Q 

What? 

So if the majority of the legislators go -- favor 

it, would you go along with them? 

A Maybe in a few of their cases I'd sneak into 

their districts and do my ovJh checking. 

Q Well, Governor, may I get it plain from you that 

you will or w~_ll not sign a withholding bill if it is passed 

by the legislature at this session? 

A Murray, come on now. There is no such bill and 

there is no such bill reached my desk and I won't make the 

decision now, as I won't about any other bill until it reaches 

my desk. In the mec.mtime, I was·simply reiterating what 

I 1 ve said before, tha.t I belieje the pozi tion I took and have 

taken on withholdi~g is in keeping with the sentiment of 

the people certainly during the campaign and up to and includ-

ing the present. And I 1 ve said in the past, if the people 

drastically change overwhelmingly, endorse this idea, 

obviously I -- I wouldn't -- couldn't stand in their way. 
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Q Your feet are no longer in concrete then, is that 

right? 

A What? ttr feet still are. I would be idealogi-

cally opposed. I would be a reluctant bride. 

Q Governor, change the subject? 

A rtis all right with me. 

(Laughter) 

Q In your session with President Eisenhower there has 

been predictions or thoughts of a Nixo~gan" ticket". 

A No. The truth has all been told about that. 

I was invited to join a group of former President Eisen

hower1 s friends who every year come out to the El Dorado 

Club down in Palm Springs, some several weeks ago when I 

played golf with General Eisenhower. He told me about 

this annual affair and said if it was possible at any time 

while they were out there and they were there for about 

a week every year, that I'd come down, he thought that I 

would enjoy meeting them, they'd enjoy meeting me, and so 

the opportunity came this week-end and we had a lunch in 

the dining room with the club. Certainly was no secret 

about it, and they honored me by showing an interest in what 

we were trying to do here in California and I told them about 

our task forces, about the economies we have attempted, and 

the modern business practices we are instituting in govern

ment. They were happy to hear about this and I was happy 

to tell them about it and that was about the extent of it. 

Q There is also now another one going about for a 

Texas tower and a California conservative. 

any feelings there? 

Do you have 

A Well, since I don't believe in labels, I don't 

know who they are talking about in California. 

Q Governor, is there any doubt in your mind then 

Governor Rockefeller will now become an active candidate? 

A There is no doubt in my mind he has a decision 

that he has to make and apparently, according to the reports 

of the meeting in New York, he is trying to arrive at a 

decision one way or the other, but I think that's one he's 
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going to have to make on his own. 

Q Governor, did anyone at any point during this 

luncheon bring up the Vice Presidencl? 

A Oh, ye~, Leonard Firestone, who was the host, 

opened it. The idea was to get questions started and 

Leanard opened it by saying, 11 I know the answer to this 

one already," but he said, 0 Would you be a Vice Presidential 

candidate? 11 and I of course answered as he expected I would 

that I wouldn't. 

Q Governor, could you tell us who some of the other 

guests were at the luncheon? 

A Well, now, they weren't my guests, and I'm sure 

Mr. Firestone would make a guest list available.· If I 

started naming, I'd hate to do that because I'd name some 

and I would ignore others and thusl might look like some 

made more of an impression on me than others. 

Q Do you know whether there were any other office-

holders other than yourself? 

A No, no, there weren't. 

Q Governor, you don't suppose because you told that 

group in Palm Springs that you wouldn 1 t be a candidate 

for Vice President you 1 11 never be asked agaip, do you? 

(Laughter) 

A No, sir, I think it is just like those female 

mosquitoes that have been bothering us here in Sacramento, 

they are going to keep right on coming up with it. 

Q Have you taken any further action in Qregon to 

get off the ball9.1_ for VP? 

A I haven't heard back an answer to my wire as to 

whether it is going to require an affidavit. 

I'll sign the affieavit. 

If it does, 

Q Governor, how well will Mr. Nixon have to do in 

New Hampshire to satisfy you? 

A He doesn't have to satisfy me. I think the -- I 

think probably the biggest news coming out of New Hampshire 

is going to be in the other party. Obviously New Hampshire 

has been robbed of any significance for the Republicans by 
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the fact that it is virtually a one-candidate race now. 

And I think most of you gentlemen will probably treat it 

that way, but the interesting thing is going to be, see 

what Mr. McCarthy does. 

Q Well, Governor, from that luncheon was there 

anything there that would indicate that there was an 

emissary in that group or some official action to make you 

a second member of a Nixon-Rea~ ticket or a --

A No. 

Q Or a Rockefeller-Reagan ticket? 

A No, and -- no, there wasn't an~ let me say again 

that there was no signifiaance to the meeting because they 

are there every year for about a week every year at this 

see, somebody, and it was just the General's hospitality 

and kindness in suggesting if I could get down I might 

enjoy being there, a lunch or a golf game or anything, and 

so I was able to get there for the lunch. 

Q Did the fact that Mr. Firestone was active in 

Rockefeller's 1964 campaign, would that cast any signifiaance 

to his question to you? 

A No, I don't think so, because he 1 s now a member 

of our delegation and he.happened to be my host for the 

week-end. 

Q You say that New Hampshire has been robbed of 

significance for the Republicans? Would a large write-in 

vote for Mr. Rockefeller be significant in your opinion? 

A Oh, I think it would. I think that -- I think 

you would all treat it as such if that should happen. 

There hasn't been much time to organize such a thing. If 

it should happen, I'm sure that this wnuld be discussed. 

Q Governor, how about your meeting yesterday with 

Senator Knowland, did politics come up there, too? 

A No, as a matter of fact, mainly that's been quite 

some time since I'd seen him, wanted to bring him up to dat~ 

on what we are doing over here, tell him about some of the 

things going on and plans legislatively and in turn smlicit 

Lfs vl ews on some of the things hrG .ha-11e been doing and what 
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the effect has been and that was the nature of it. 

Q You don't feel in any sense that he was an emissary 

of Senator Goldwater for example? 

(Laughter) 

A No, I invited him and several weeks ago. 

Q Governor, in the R~w Hampshire 2rimarx_again, if 

Senator McCarthy obtains the 20 per cent, what do you thini<r 

that would mean for President Johnson? 

A Well, I think it would -- I think it would indicate 

that possibly there is a split for real in the other party. 

And I would take smiling note of it. 

Q Governor, as head of the California Delegation 

and since you are going to be a candidate yourself, at 

some point you are going to have to decide which of the 

candidates you would turn to. Are you going to decide that 

on the basis of primaries? Do you give more weight to the 

primary or is it as it 1 s been called a broker convention 

at which you go there and decide along the line somewhere 

that you favor Nixon or Rockefeller or someone else? 

A Well, I've said that I think it is going to be an 

open convention. I thin1< -- how much weight the primaries 

have now is going to depend on whether other candidates 

enter those primaries. They are not much of a contest as it 

presently stands and yo~'d have to weigh that accordingly 

by the time you get to the convention. 

Q Does that I 1m thinking though in terms of the 

way you might make up your mind as to which candidate you 

would go to. How important do you personally feel the 

~im~ is? 

A Well, as I say, at the moment you can't p1ace as 

much importance on them as you normally would unless some 

one else gets in and it is really a test of the people's 

sentiment. I think all of us are concerned about reading 

what is the will of the people in our party and the factor 

of wanting a victor,. who's going to give us the best chance 

in November, 

Q Do you think that Nixon can be stopped if no one 
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cpntests him in the primaries? 

A Well, there are a great many favorite son delega-

tions. It is going to depene a lot on whether those dele

gations on the basis of the primaries begin to commit them-::: 

selves. So far there's been no indication that they have 

done any differently than we have done, that they are 

still favorite son delegations uncommitted. 

Q Speaking of reading the will of the people, 

suppose Richard Nixon comes to you at convention time and 

says that with you as his running mate he can win; without 

you he cannot win and therefore if you don't join him on 

that ticket you will change the course of american history. 

Then what would you say? 

A 

A 

(Laughter) 

I bet you used to stick pins in butterflies. 

(Laughter) 

I'd tell him I didn't believe him. No, I feel 

very strongly about this, as you know. 

Q Can I ask one more on that same topic, Governor? 

I think you said a minute ago about the concern for finding 

a winner, as far as you are concerned and your influence 

with the California voter, and your position as head of 

the delegation, would you in the face of a steady string of 

12£.imar;y victories .for Mr. Nixon, and as you say they might 

not be too -- if you felt that someone ~lse was a, more of 

a winner even though he hadn't proved himself anywhere in 

the country, would you be willing to turn to him rather than 

to the -- rather than to the obvious, more obvious choice? 

A Well, I've been around to a question I can't answer. 

I've asked all of our delegation not to speculate on choices 

or anything and I don 1 t think that I should start it by 

speculating. It might be very -- treated very well by all 

of you here who heard my answer, and in the proper context, 

but things like that, if you tried to answer it, have a way 

of getting repeated without the proper context and first 

thing you know, you are reading in the paper that you took 

a stand for someone or against someone. I don't want to 

do that. 
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Q Would Mr. Nixon really relax his loser image if 

he has no opposition in any primary? 

A I'm sure that must be of great concern to him and 

to others who feel he does have that image. 

Q You said a moment ago that a write-in vote for Mr. 

_Egckefeller would be of significance. Would a large write-

in vote for you in any state you deemed important, would 

that be signifiaant? 

A Well, it would be heartwarming and something to 

remember, but I don't think it is going to happen. 

Q 

A 

Could it make you reconsider yo'l..1r'position? 

Not unless they had such a primary that happened 

in 50 states. 

Q Governor, have you made any further decision on 

how long you are going to ask to hold the delegat_ion? 

A No, that is too far away. 

Q Is the key decision, you feel the delegates have 

to make, is who is most delectable; that is the main thing 

you have to look at? 

A I think it is going to be of great concern to the 

people of theRepublican party this year, because I think that 

the party has learned that -- that philosophically they are 

all pretty much in the mainstream, so to speak, and therefore 

I think the great concern is going to be someone that can 

carry the party to a victory. 

Q Are there any particular planks you would like to 

see in the Re£ublican ~latform ~hat you would push for when 

you get there? 

A I tell you, it is going to depend a lot -- I've 

always been one who believed that the platform should be 

more a statement of broad general principals than specifics. 

It might have more of a chance of being read, if it were 

short, and what is on that. But if it does deal in 

specifics, actual specifics, then yes, I would like to see 

some emphasis given to the return of sovereignty to the 

states, and this by way of more freedom of action on the 

administering of programs that are now helping the federal 
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government. More of an approach of block grants or tax 

sources to the states rather than the grants as they are now 

given with strings attached. I would like to see our party 

go on record as opposed to the continuation of deficit 

spending and a policy of deliberate and planned inflation, 

and I would like to see our party go as strong as it is pos

sible on the national scene with regard to control of crime, 

law enforcement. 

Q Governor, what would the party :Qlanks say if you 

could write it on the war that would differentiate it from 

the Democratic plank? 

A Well, I've never been one who quarreled with the 

fact that we should be there. I have quarreled with the 

manner in which we are waging the war, and I would myself 

like to see this country use its full resources to terminate 

this conflict, and at the same time I believe that this 

country should have a general plan for hot spots wherever 

they may be in the world, so that we can without being 

caught by surprise and always reacting of a pre-conceived 

plan o4iow we are going to meet aggression in the world 
I 

where it is to our national interest; where it is not. I 

don't think we can just be the policemen maintaining law and 

order all over the world, but where we should be involved is 

when it affects us and our national safety. 

Q Could you elaborate on your definition of full 

resources in that? 

A Well, yes, I think that certain restrictions have 

been imposed on the military with regard to bombing targets, 

with regard to areas in which they will fight. I think if 

the same restrictions had been imposed on the commanders 

in World War II we wouldn't have won the war. 

Q How do you react to the talk about 200,000 more 

troops? 

A Well, that's a military decision and I'm -- again 

don 1 t have access to the information that caused it. If 
them 

the military leaders say we need/to bring about that victory, 

I endorse it. 
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Q Governor, there are now discussions in Washington 

regarding foreign negotiations with the north with regard 

to pulling out in Vietnam. I'd like to ask you what your 

feelings are with regard to negotiations. Is it possible 

to pull back and negotiate and still win in Vietnam? 

A I think those negotiations, if they come with the 

cease fireJ and then you sit down, this of course is the way 

historically combat has ended in the world. The thing 

we must be on guard against, the type of negotiations we 

were lured into in Korea and negotiations where the combat 

goes on and it becomes apparent that the enemy is using 

negotiations just as another means of achieving his goal. 

There were more casualties after the negotiations started 

in Vietnam than there were before we sat down in Panmunjon. 

I don't think those are legitimate negotiations. The enemy 

has made it plain to the world, the rregotiating table to him 

he first approaches it as a means of achieving what he hasn't 

been able to achieve by force, and in those areas where he 

has really given up, he just went away. He did this in 

Greece, if you 1 11 recall. In the Berlin airlift this wasn't 

negotiated out, we were blockaded from Berlin. When he 

found out he couldn't win with what he was trying to do, he 

just one day he wasn 1 t there, the blockade was lifted. And 

I think we have to face this and we have to be very careful 

that our desire for an end of the blocdshed and desire for 

peace doesn't lead us into another panmunjon on which we 
' continue to see americans die while we go on in endless 

arguments at a table month after month. 

Q What safeguards or requirements would you ask to go 

with negotiations? 

A I would think that negotiations would be accompanied 

by a ceasefire. They stop killing each other. 

SQUIRE: Any more? Thank you, Governor. 

---000---
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PRESS CONFERENCE OF GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 

HELD MARCH 19, 1968 

Reported by 

Beverly Toms, CSR 

(This rough transcript of the Governor's press 

conference is furnished to the members of the capitol press 

corps for their convenience only. Because of the need to 

get it to the press as rapidly as possible after the 

conference, no corrections are made and there is no 

guaranty of absolute accuracy.) 

GOVERNOR REAGAN: Good morning all. No 

opening statements, no visitors to introduce. 

Q Do you think the entry of Robert Kenned~ into 

the race will have a direct bearing on whom the Republicans 

eventually nominate? 

A Oh, I don't know. I think that this will 

certainly have to be a consideration, but we won't know 

who their nominee is. Perhaps there will be some indica

tions by way of polls and things that -- but I just --

I think this ia a Democractic problem and it's given them 

too many questions to answer for us to be concerned. 

Q 

A 

Q 

Why would it have to be a consideration? 

What? 

Why would it have to be a consideration in the 

Republican nomination? 

A I suppose I 1 ve seen already speculation by some 

journalists about how this might have a bearing on which 

of the prospective Republican candidates might run better 

against one or the ether. 

Q Would you sign Assemblyman Ralph's bill regarding 

the delegation if it comes to you, permitting delegates 

to jump from one slate to another? 

A Well, as I have already said in legislation, 1 1 11 

wait till it gets there and make a decision that -- I have' 

been curious as to whether he had a provision in that 

that would only apply during Republican administrations. 

Q Yesterday at the news conference, Dr. Rafferty 
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said that in the event of a close race between Nixon and 

Rockefeller at the Republican convention, there could be 

only one deadlock breaker and that would be you. Would 

you have any comment on that? Do you think that is a 

rational outlook? 

(Laughter) 

A It is a Rafferty outlook. Oh, I know there's 

speculation of that kind going on and every convention 

there 1 s talk about deadlocks and then who could bre~k it, 

and agnin I have to say I think the months ahead, by the 

time the convention comes around 3 we may see a great many 

names that are suggested in that -- in that line. 

Q You think we are going to have a clear winner by 

the time they go in the convention? 

A What 1 s that? 

Q Do you think there will be a clear winner? 

A Oh, there is a possibility. I have always 

expressed myself as not thinking that would happen, 

believing it would be an open convention, but there is al-

ways a possibility that with the primaries the snowball 

could start to roll for scmeone and this would cause 

some of the Favorite Son delegations to -- to make switches, 

but I still believe that it will be the open convention. 

Q Senator or Governor, that bill by Senator 
/ 

Alquist that you opposed lastjyear, which provides for an 
I 

~en pr~~ar¥ on the Oregon model, was sent to the Senate 

floor this morning. Do you still oppose that bill or 

have you had any second thoughts about it? It only 

applies now to 1972. 

A Well, I 1ve said that I'll wait until that gets 

to the desk again and make a decision and see what it 

says. 

Q Governor, regarding your recent -- your announceG 

ment this week of your choices for Natj,onal ,Co,mmitt~L~ml!n 

woman, the encumbents, Gardiner Johnson and Mrs. 

Bowler expressed surprise at that decision and particulP!.:"lY 

they tnc'Ucated that they had wanted to be con.stdered for 
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re-election. Could you comment on why they weren't 

informed or whether they were asked whether they wanted 

to stay in there or not? 

A I don't think there was anything unusual in the 

procedure, just as they were chosen to succeed two others 

in 1964. I don't think there was anything wrong in my in-

dicating a recommendation. I'm sorry if there was any 

failure in communications, but if there has been, it's 

been rectified now and certainly they have a fine record 

of service to the -- to the party. 

think this was anything unusual. 

As I say, I don't 

Q Governor, Representative Dellenback of Oregon 

this morning charged that you are indeed seeking the 

Presidential nomination and have a large corps of people 

in Oregon working for that end. What is your comment? 

A Well, I don't know how large the corps is supposed 

to be or how large it is. I'm aware as all of us-have 

been and you asked, questioned me before in this room on 

the fact that there are people in Oregon who have announced 

the intention of doing that and I do not have a connection 

with them and I have said and informed them I am not a 

candidate. So he won't be the first member of the Legis-

lature In Washington that I have disagreed with. As a 

matter of fact, I could name another Oregon one, Mrs. 

Green not too long ago said that I favored selling the 

post office. At the moment I don't think you could get 

much for it. 

(Laughter) 

Q Governor, Speaker Unruh said on Sunday that 

there is a likelihood of a deal for a RQJ~Js;af~l.lar-Iie~ 

i:;J~9Ket or he said he wouldn't doubt that such a deal has 

already been made. Would you comment on that? 

A No deals and I 1m aware of that -- I have to be 

aware of, I 1 ve read it and with all this talk and 

everything, I still stand in my position, no, I 1m not 

interested there or in any way. 

Q Did the Roclrnfeller people ask you if r<='u w0uld 
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be interested? 

A No, there has been no approach to me whatseover 

by anyone in this regard. I think it would be a violation 

of all the customs and traditions of politics if anything 

like that did happen this far in advance of the convention. 

Q Back to the Q.rego11_~:t:~:!:_mary for a moment, Mr. 

Nixon said the other day he believed if you stayed in the 

race, Mr. Rockefeller would have to be the odds on favorite. 

That if you withdrew he, Mr. Nixon, would stand a very 

good chance. Does that change your mind at all? 

A No, and I'm sorry. I've done everything I can 

to discourage any contest, and certainly I 1 m not going 

there to do anything, but as I have said before, I would 

suggest any of you who still question this, look at the 

affidavit and look at the affidavit I had to sign to be a 

Favorite Son candidate in my own state, and you actually 

would be guilty of perjury if you signed both those affi-

davits. There is no way that I could t£J:ke my name out 

of the Oregon primary and continue to be a Favorite Son. 

Q Would you do so if you could now? 

A What? 

Q Would you do so if you could now? 

A Well, I have done in every primary where I could 

there are only three in the country where this situation 

prevails, in all the others, and I think my record of 

stopping any efforts in New Hampshire is indication that 

I mean what I say. 

Q You think the dialogue between Governor Roekefeller 

and Mr. Nixon in Oregon is going to be a good thing for 

the Republican party? 

A Well, I think we have learned our lesson. Both 

men have pledged and have indicated so far that there is 

going to be nothing devisive but they are going to cam

paign against the opposition and my goodness, you 1 ve -

you got a lot of leeway. There's a great deal of speech 

material with regard to the opposition. 

Q Speaking of deals, would you care to comment -
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could we have your reaction on the reported deal between 

Senator Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson which is that Senator 
~ .. ~~,,~-'''~-,~~-''''', ,,, ,, , , ... ,~···~-.. ,-~,~-~~-· 

Kennedy would stay out of the race if the Vietnam policy 

were re-assessed? 

A Well, it seems to be some conflict with regard 

to the statements of both sides as to the suggested deal. 

But there is no question that the deal was not made, and 

I think it reveals that the deep animosity· between those 

two personally that has long been suspected and denied by 

both, is indeed for real, and I have a hunch in the 

days ahead we are going to be treated to quite an exposure 

of that animosity, which I'm sure I will be able to bear 

without great pain. 

Q How about the morality of such a -- or the 

political wisdom of such a preliminary deal? Would you 

make such a deal, for example, if you were in such a 

position? 

A No, no, not at all. I think if such a deal was 

proposed, I think it was an affront to the very office of 

the Presidency. 

Q Is it your personal opinion that Kennedy could 

take Johnson in the .J:lA:!1 .. § .. _J2£1:!!'1.§d'L as the Q,~~lj.fo~.D-iLlield 

poll indicates? 

A I was a little bit surprised by that poll. I 

wondered about it. I haven't made any such assessment 

and wouldn't be able to speculate on that. I was sur-

prised and my own opinion would be that Senator McCarthy 

who had the courage to stand on his convictions with 

certainly no personal feud involved, I was of the opinion 

that he would do far better than that poll indicates. 

And not only in California, but elsewhere. 

Q 15 years ago would you have been a McCarthy 

supporter? 

A Let me see, 15 year s ago -- somebody help me 
"-· 

subtract from 1 68, that's 1953. No, by that time I wAs 

in the Eisenhower camp. Wait a minute, someone new 

Q He has another question· on· the same suh,1ect. 

Q· I wanted to change the subject, too. 



lena.lties which raises/ serious questions a.bout the effect-
1 

iveness of our current ~corre"g"tJ~on~l-~.ustem and in addition 

to that I'd like to add that a private comment made to some 

of the researchers by one of your officials said that 

50 per cent of the prisoners in state prisons and correc~ 

tional facilities in California were Aafe to be released 

at this moment. 

A Well, without commenting specifically on that, 

because I haven•t done any great study of this report, I 

know there are controversies and some of our correctional 

people disagree with some things in the report. I don 1 t 

think anyone disagrees that we don't have all the answers 

with regard to crime prevention and the effectiveness of 

our system of rehabilitation, and punishment, incarcera-

ti on. And we have had a. meeting just recently with our 

own people in this field who go into a number of things 

that we think should be looked at, as to how to make this 

more effective as an instrument to control crime. I'm 

sure there are some people that the great problem, 

I ~magine you could make that statement any time about any 

prison, that there are a great many people who could 

safely be released. The great problem is who is the 

soothsayer who can look at a person and decide that that 

individual could be released without returning, because 

unfortunately countering this is the fact that we do have 

a great rate of-excessive rate of repeat of released prison

ers who go back to prison again having committed another 

crime. The problem is how to find out how to determine 

which are the ones it is safe to turn loose. 

Q Last week you mentioned the special interest 

which was going to kill your CHP radar bill. Would you 

care to specify which interest exactly you meant? 

A No, as a matter of fact, rrm not in the business, 

I hoped, this morning of making enemies any place. I'm 

going to have an uphill fight trying to get our legislati~& 

prog:eam tln:ough in this election year. 1' d suggest thn:'.; 

you ask some of the l~g:tslatoi•o who are orp<'Bed what 
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swayed them and what caused them to vote against this 

bill. I have a hunch that if this were -- if the people 

were informed, told of the actual savings in highway 

patrol expense, told of the effectiveness of this as a 

weapon in lessening fatalities and automobile accidents, 

that the people would be well nigh universally in favor 

of it, and it just seemed to me, I used it as an example, 

how strange, year after year, I was trying to point out 

the apathy on the part of the people who can let this 

thing go on. Year after year it's almost a standing joke 

the bill will be introduced and it will get no place and 

right at the moment it is especially important when we 

are faced with the expense of increasing the size of the 

highway patrol. And while it would still have to be 

increased, I'm sure that we could make it more effective 

at less cost if we had the aid of radar and I do not hold 

with those people that think that catching speeders is some 

kind of a game where you play by therules, and there is 

something not quite cricket about using radar to catch 

them. We are talking about human lives, the part that 

speed plays in accidents and there is no game to it. 

Q Governor, in the past the State has contributed 

one-third of the cost for new hospitals and remodeling 

for -- part of which -- which is partially financed by 

Hill-Harris or Hill-Burton funds, and our county authori

ties have been told that you would blue pencil any state 

contributions this year for such construction. Is that 

true and if so, why? 

A We have cancelled this out of the b~ggfil:: this 

year, one of the only states in the union that has been 

doing this. We have talked to all of them in advance. 

They were informed, they know what we are going to have 

to do it and again it is just one of the measures in an 

attempt to balance a budget which is now out of balance 

pending legislation and even more out of balance until 

the legislature corrects the mistake in AB 272. 

Q Does that mean you would veto the Teale bill? 

To put the funds bacm in the budget? 
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A I'm afraid that I would have to unless the 

Finance Department was able to tell me that a rich aunt 

had died and left the state a lot of money. 

Q Governor, back to the ~adar, has any representa-

tives of this lobby you are speaking of personally con

tacted you and attempted to influence you should the bill 

reach your desk? 

A No, no. 

Q Governor, were you talking about the teamsters 

and the truckers? Are these the interests you were 

referring to? 
( 

A I 1m saying I would suggest you get it firs~hand 

right from the horse's mouth. Ask the legislators why 

they have decided against this measure. 

Q Governor, what is the status of yonr ~~~~~r~fQ!~ 

program and how hopeful are you of getting it through? 

A We expect to be able to present this program 

before the deadline within the month. And from there on, 

of course, why the struggle will begin. But we will 

have it introduced at this session. 

Q Does your office receive any comments or com-

plaints from the 1.:i:9.~2~~~-~£~~!!'Y about the enforcement 

policies of Mr. Kirby, as perhaps being a little bit too 

tough? 

A No, not at all. As a matter of fact, just 

recently I had one man very prominent in that field tell 

me that they are all of them happy about his fairness, 

al:nut the fact that they are being treated as a legitimate 

business with legitimate dealings and that they couldn't 

be more delighted. 

been doing. 

He has my full backing, what he 1 s 

the 
Q Governor, / 1~gJ!?J.~:t;_~!:.~- has been in session now 

for almost two and a half months. What is your cver-~_11 

assessment of its progress so far? Are you sat:isfied 

with th~ work thatts being done up there? 

A Mike, that's px·etty hard to say at this time. 

We know that the -- that the first part of the session has 
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to be given over to the intrdduction of bills, I have 

heard some legislators themselves complain that a lot of 

bills are being introduced that are evidently just for the 

sake of getting bills introduced. Some that they have 

very little hope for or concern about. I am happy that 

it is less than half of the amount that we introduced 

in the last session. But it is possible that we could have 

moved a little faster on some of tae more important ones. 

Q Do you feel that possibly some things are being 

slowed down in the legislature because of your possibility 

of being a part of I mean is it an election year session? 

Would you describe it that way? 

A No, I've quoted that some of the legislators 

themselves have been pessimistic in saying that because 

it is an election year they won't allow things to go 

through. 

session 

Some of the problems to be solved in this 

I think that's sad if it is true, if it 

follows through. But I believe the base is about the 

same for the average session. They get into high gear 

pretty quickly now and the hours begin to get long. 

Q Governor, have you or your legal section in your 

office had any indication at all of any Brown power or 

riots or disturbances scheduled for the central valley on 

behalf of the~~~~ig_~p-AweKican population? 

A Well, now I haven't checked completely on this, 

recently. I do try to keep a finger on it and we are 

observing all of these possibilities and threats. I 

was interested to see that Mr. Chavez the other day made 

quite an i~passioned plea for non-violence. So I can 

only hope that that won 1 t be one of the things we will 

have to watch out for. 

Q The Mexican-American Political Association over 

the week-end commented on a report by the Department of 

Motor Vehicles, reports in all Spanish speaking people in 

Los Angeles County, only LJ. Spanish people were working 

in DMV offices; only 3 in the San Diego area, and only 

5 in the Stockton-San Juaquin valley area, and th~t this 

was C!:t.~L~.~i~!!.1~tio.P against the Mexican-,.1mer.hian. 
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A If there is discrimination, it is simply our 

inability to do what we have been trying to do as fast as 

we would like to do it. Because I think if you would 

check there have probably been more ~±~2!,~~X".""gg~~!lJ~;t""~·" 

appointees in our administration than there has been in 

any other for a number of years bac~, and it is a plain 

case of you can 1 t do everything all at once. Particularly, 

you can't do this when you are in a -- in a position of 

reducing employees by way of a freeze on replacements. 

That has reduced our ability to just simply go out, 

branch out and employ. There are two things. We have 

and are committed to trying to get a better balance and 

to use wherever possible the state positions to achieve 

that balance of employment, but at the same time we cannot 

impose on' the taxpayers of this state by simply hiring 

unneeded people in excess of need to try and bring about 

such a balance. But if they charge discrimination, I 

would say to them they only have to look at our policy 

and what we are attempting to do and they will find that 

we are on the road to exactly what they are talking about. 

I can 1 t believe that some of these spokesmen for that 

community are speaking the sentiment of the very large 

community of americans of Mexican descent in California, 

because by and large they are fine citizens and they are 

have a great devotion to freedom and independence. They 

want nothing more than an opportunity to earn their way 

and we are doing everything we can to see that that comes 

about. 

Q Along that line, Governor, do you support the 

principle of the Chavez movement, the 1lD:h9Dl?;,~sl_,fg_r!ll 

_J,~ggpel:fL_and give them bargaining power the same as other 

unions? 

A I have always said that certainly I can't be an 

opponent of organized labor, but I've always said that 

labor should be organized from the ranks of the workers 

themselves who want this and there is a great deal of 

evidence to indicate at this moment that he still does not 
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speak for the overwhelming majority of those who are work

ing in that field. The evidence of this has been the 

thousands of people in the areas and valley who are out 

there working and who did not support his boycotts or 

respect his picket lines and I am opposed to the organizing 

of labor when it is done from the outside on the basis 

of a small clique, controlling the working conditions in 

behalf of the people instead of the people themselves con

trolling it. 

Q Do you consider him to be from the outside? 

A Well, he is one who has expressed the belief openly 

admitted that it would be impossible to have a union in the 

sense of the rank and file having a voice, that they 

fluctuate too much, that they come and go. They are not 

a solid group and that therefore a little group would have 

to make the rules regarding working conditions and rates 

of pay and so forth for the rest of them, and simply tell 

them what the rules were and I don•t believe that is true 

organized labor. 

organized labor. 

That's what 1 s too often wrong with 

Q I understand that your field representative, 

Bill Orozco, is leaving you today in Los Angeles. Have 

you decided on a replacement for him? 

A No. We will get at that right away because 

that job must be filled. I want to say in his leaving 

that it is not going to be an easy job to fill because 

Bill has done a great job and has certainly served us and 

served the state very well. And I wish him well. 

Q Governor, since the Agricultural Labor Force does 

fluctuate and move in and out, aren't the comments you 

just made tantamount to saying that there shouldn't be 

unionization in the field? How would you have it if -

if you got a fluctuating labor force? Hew would it be 

possible for a union to be formed, except by a small grour·2 

A Well) there is a proportion of the labor market, 

the farm labor market that isn't migrant and that is a 

permanent force. Every farm has its per·manent empl.oyees, 
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and I'm sure that this woula be where the nucleous of such 

an organization would come from and then as is in so 

many other unions, as others came in they would abide by 

rules and rates of pay that had been determined in 

legitimate bargaining by the rank and file, the permanent 

membership of the union. This is not an unusual thing 

in labor at all. I think that those who believe that you 

can impose though on the farm economy the industrial type 

of union have failed to see some of the farmer's problems. 

For example, while I have respected in the union the right 

to strike and have helped a union in strike, I don't see 

how you could possibly have collective bargaining in the 

farm e<;O:(Wnty without some protection against calling a 

strike at harvest time, when th:re could be no legitimate 

bargai:.Ti.ng and when there could be nothing but coercion 

and blo.ckmai 1 in such a strih:e. 

Q If Cesar Chavez invii;~;d you to speak at a union 

meeting in D2 lano, would yo"..1 a;J.pec.r? 

A Well, I' 11 W2.i t unLl.l I get such an invitation. 

So far there has been no ind:l cation such- a· .thing is going 

Q 

A 

Q 

Is the one time -- I'm sorry, same subject. 

Go al:ead. 

As a labor man, what do you -- how do you assess 

Chavez, his leadership of f§.rr!L.1.§J2.or? Speaking in terms 

as a labor leader, what is your assessment? 

A Well, I've had some difficulty reconciling some of 

his statements with some of his next echelon of command 

and their actions. They have -- there has seemed to be 

a tendency toward disruption certainly on their part in 

spite of his words, andcgain, as I say, it is not -- it 

does not seem to be the grass roots type of or•ganj.zi.ng th.9-t' 

I believe should take place. 

Q When did he say that there would have to be a 

small clique? I don't recall him saying that. 

A I think you will find this was contained in some 

of his remarks at a pr·esB cvrd'e1'Bnce now timewise,: l . 
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have to go back to more or less his beginnings here, when 

he first started this and which he admitted that the people 

came and went am changed so much that it would be impossible 

to have a union in the sense or the democratic procedures 

that are normally attended upon a permanently based union. 

Q 

you give us a follow-up report on these two San Francisco 

soldiers you were telling us about last week? Have you 

checked that out and what have you done about it? 

A Yes, we did. We found that one already solved 

his problem by leaving the state and there wasn't anything 

to do about that, and the other I am thankful to say, he 

wanted to make no official protest or appeal for any state 

aid because thank heavens, the very thing I spoke about, 

it happened to him. Others who were not guided by bigotry 

had solved his problem and found him proper living space 

and he has now· settled in an apartment with his wife and 

is satisfied with what he has and he has a good job. So 

this was a happy ending to that particular story. 

Q Is that in a segregated housing area? That is 

defacto segregation, do you know? 

A Actually, I dnn' t lmow. I didn't check on this. 

I don't know that. He is satisfied and he says he wants 

to make no complaints or asks for no 

SQUIRE: Any more questions? Thank you, 

Governor. 

---000---
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